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Abstract

Most proteins are highly flexible and can adopt conformations that deviate from the energetically most
favorable ground state. Structural information on these lowly populated, alternative conformations is often
lacking, despite the functional importance of these states. Here, we study the pathway by which the Dcp1:
Dcp2 mRNA decapping complex exchanges between an autoinhibited closed and an open conformation.
We make use of methyl Carr–Purcell–Meiboom–Gill (CPMG) NMR relaxation dispersion (RD) experi-
ments that report on the population of the sparsely populated open conformation as well as on the
exchange rate between the two conformations. To obtain volumetric information on the open conformation
as well as on the transition state structure we made use of RD measurements at elevated pressures. We
found that the open Dcp1:Dcp2 conformation has a lower molecular volume than the closed conformation
and that the transition state is close in volume to the closed state. In the presence of ATP the volume
change upon opening of the complex increases and the volume of the transition state lies in-between
the volumes of the closed and open state. These findings show that ATP has an effect on the volume
changes that are associated with the opening-closing pathway of the complex. Our results highlight the
strength of pressure dependent NMR methods to obtain insights into structural features of protein confor-
mations that are not directly observable. As our work makes use of methyl groups as NMR probes we
conclude that the applied methodology is also applicable to high molecular weight complexes.

� 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Introduction

Proteins are highly dynamic biomolecules that
can sample different structural states. Many of
these conformations are functionally relevant,
especially in enzymes that need to change
conformation to interact with substrates, to form a
catalytically competent state or to release the
reaction products. For many proteins our current
structural knowledge is, however, limited to a
static image of one of the possible states that a
biomolecule can adopt.1 This visualized state is,
r(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd.
however, not necessarily occupied to the largest
degree in solution, or catalytically important. Solu-
tion state NMR spectroscopy is especially suited
to study conformational changes and to determine
the associated thermodynamic and kinetic parame-
ters. These data can then complement static struc-
tural information, such that a more complete picture
of the protein energy landscape can be obtained.2–6

In the following, we consider a protein that
dynamically exchanges between two structurally
different states A and B (with the forward rate kAB

and the backward rate kBA, where
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kex ¼ kAB þ kBA): A ¢
kAB

kBA

B. The populations of A

(pA) and B (pB ¼ 1� pA) and the equilibrium
constant Keq ¼ pB=pA are determined by the
(Gibbs) free energy difference DGAB between the
two states according to: DGAB ¼ GB �GA ¼
�RTln K eq

� �
, where R is the gas constant and T

is the absolute temperature. The free energy
difference between A and B can be modulated by
several means, including changes in the sample
conditions (pH, salt or the addition of denaturants)
or by changing other experimental parameters
(temperature or hydrostatic pressure). Based on
such experiments, it is possible to obtain insights
into the thermodynamic differences (e.g. entropy,
enthalpy and volume) between the two states.
Increasing the hydrostatic pressure has been
reported to be a very subtle way to shift
populations of interchanging states as this
minimally influences the free energy difference
between the two states (thermodynamics).7–8 At
the same time, the applied pressure can alter the
energy of transition states, which results in changes
in the exchange rates between the states (kinetics).
High pressure NMR applications are becoming
increasingly popular, despite the technical chal-
lenges that are associated with applying hydrostatic
pressure to an NMR sample.9 A small and far from
complete list of impressive pressure NMR studies
include the study of folding intermediates for
apomyoglobin,10 the determination of the conforma-
tional equilibria for the b1-adrenergic GPCR,11 the
identification of allosteric mechanisms in the RAS
protein12 and the study of a b-strand register shift
in the ARNT protein.13 In addition, highly advanced
pressure jumps equipment has been designed and
dedicated NMR experiments have been devel-
oped.14–19 These examples highlight the power
and potential of using elevated pressure to reveal
molecular details.
The effect that pressure has on the free energy

difference between states A and B (at constant
temperature) can, based on a Taylor expansion,
be written as8,20 DGAB ¼ DG0 þ DV 0 p � p0ð Þ�
0:5DjT p � p0ð Þ2, where DG0 and DV 0 are, respec-
tively, the free energy and the volume differences
between states A and B at standard pressure
(1 bar), p and p0 are the pressure and the standard
pressure and DjT is the change in isothermal com-
pressibility between states A and B. When the com-
pressibility of states A and B is the same, the
equilibrium constant changes with pressure accord-

ing to Keq ¼ exp � DG0þDV 0 p�p0ð Þ
RT

� �
. The determina-

tion of Keq at different pressures p can thus
provide direct insights into the difference of the
molecular volume between states A and B (DV 0).
Upon protein folding the volume of a protein tends

to increase due to the formation of molecular
cavities. A negative volume change
(DV 0 ¼ VB � VA) is thus usually associated with a
2

loss of secondary or tertiary structure. In
accordance with that, high hydrostatic pressures
will eventually result in the (partial) unfolding or
denaturation of proteins.
Based on transition state theory it is possible to

obtain insights into the free energy of activation

through the Eyring equation k ¼ jkBT
h

exp � DGz
RT

� �
,

where k is the forward (kAB) or reverse (kBA) rate
constant, j is the transmission coefficient, kB is
the Boltzmann constant, h is the Planck constant

and DGz is the free energy of activation that is

associated with the forward (DGz
AB) or reverse

(DGz
BA) rate. Including the dependence of the

free energy on the pressure this expression can

be rewritten as: k ¼ jkBT
h

exp � DGz
0
þDV z

0
p�p0ð Þ

RT

� �
¼

exp ln k0ð Þ � DV z
0
p�p0ð Þ
RT

� �
, where k0 is the (forward

k0;AB or reverse k0;BA) rate at standard pressure.
The pressure dependence of kAB and kBA thus
provides insights into the volume differences
between state A and the transition state or
between state B and the transition state.
Carr–Purcell–Meiboom–Gill (CPMG) relaxation

dispersion (RD) NMR experiments21–22 can provide
quantitative insights into kAB and kBA as well asKeq.
Even when the sparsely populated second state is
not directly observable in NMR spectra, the
exchange process between states A and B can be
quantified based on the exchange broadening of
the resonances of the majorly populated state A,
e.g. by measuring the effective transverse relax-
ation rate as a function of CPMG frequency. Per-
forming CPMG RD experiments at different
pressures thus provides a means to obtain informa-
tion on the volume differences between the ground
state and an invisible protein conformation or the
transition state. This information is highly valuable
as it gives direct insights into the nature of the struc-
tural changes that occur in biomolecules. Indeed,
previous work that quantified exchange processes
using NMR methods has revealed unique insights
into e.g. the enzymatic mechanisms from an adeny-
late kinase,23 the two- and three-state folding path-
ways of the drnN, G48M Fyn24 and A39V, N53P,
V55L Fyn SH3 domains,25 the structural properties
of the transition-state ensemble of a mutant version
of apocytochrome b562 that folds in a two state
mechanism,26 the destabilizing effect of cavities
for the T4 lysozyme L99A protein,27 the folding28

and aromatic ring flipping29 of GB1 and the folding
of two domains of the ribosomal protein L9.30 These
high pressure NMR studies mainly focused on 15N
based RD experiments, which are suited for pro-
teins up to a molecular weight of approximately
30 kDa, but fail for larger complexes due to very fast
transverse relaxation rates that prevent the record-
ing of NMR spectra with sufficient signal to noise. In
the current work, we focus on the use of 13CH3
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methyl groups in an otherwise fully deuterated
background that provide high quality spectra even
for molecular machines that are far over
100 kDa.31–36

One of the complexes that is well studied using
methyl TROSY37 methods is the 45 kDa Dcp1:
Dcp2 mRNA decapping complex.38–40 This com-
plex contains the Dcp1 decapping activator and
the Dcp2 enzyme, that can be divided into a regula-
tory domain (RD, residues 1–95 in S. pombe), that
is connected to the catalytic domain (CD, residues
96–243 in S. pombe) via a flexible linker, as well
as a C-terminal intrinsically disordered extension.
The Dcp2 regulatory and catalytic domains can
adopt three different relative orientations. First, an
auto-inhibited closed state, where the RD and CD
interact in a non-productive manner and where the
substrate RNA binding groove is inaccessible. Sec-
ond, the open state, where the RD and CD do not
interact and tumble independently. Third, the cat-
alytically competent state, where the RD and CD
interact such that the catalytic Nudix motif is in close
spatial proximity to the mRNA cap structure and
hydrolysis of the substrate can take place.39,41 This
catalytically competent state of the enzyme is only
stably formed when mRNA substrate as well as
the decapping activator Edc1 are recruited.42 The
Dcp2 enzyme is thus a highly dynamic protein that
samples a complex energy landscape and in which
the different states have different functions during
catalysis. Based on CPMG RD experiments we
established39 that the apo Dcp1:Dcp2 complex
mainly adopts the closed conformation
(pClosed = 0.94)43–44 in solution, whereas a small
fraction adopts the open conformation
(pOpen = 0.06)43 (Figure 1(A)). Previously we also
Figure 1. Structure and dynamics in the Dcp1:Dcp2 mRN
complex, that can adopt a closed (left) and an open (right) c
domain in light green and the Dcp2 catalytic domain in dark g
direct contact in the closed state. The NMR methyl probe
residues are shown as orange spheres. (B) The calculated47

Dcp2 (left) and Dcp2 (right) based on the crystal structure o
the standard deviations and are based on the structures of th
in the crystal structure, respectively.
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determined that the closed and open conformation
exchange at a rate (kex = kClosed-Open +
kOpen-Closed) of around 2800 s�1.39

In this work, we exploit 13C methyl group CPMG
RD experiments on ILVMA labeled samples of the
Dcp1:Dcp2 complex at different pressures. The
pressure response of the Dcp1:Dcp2 dynamics
was used to extract differences in the volume
between the closed, the transition and the open
state. Our work thereby reveals that high pressure
NMR techniques can also be applied to molecular
machines that are too large for 1H-15N based
NMR spectroscopic approaches.
Results

The Dcp1:Dcp2 mRNA decapping complex that
we study here has a molecular weight of 45 kDa
and the low quality 1H-15N NMR spectra do not
allow for the recording of 15N based NMR
relaxation data, even upon full deuteration of the
complex. For that reason, we make use of methyl
TROSY methods37 of spectroscopically isolated
1H3-

13C labeled methyl groups of isoleucine, leu-
cine, valine, alanine and methionine residues in a
per-deuterated background. These samples can
be prepared through the use of dedicated precursor
molecules that are incorporated into the protein of
interest during over-expression in E. coli.31,45–46

TheNMRactivemethyl groups are excellent probes
to study the dynamics within the decapping com-
plex.39 To simplify the NMR spectra we restricted
the methyl group labeling to the Dcp2 enzyme,
while the Dcp1 protein was present in an NMR invis-
ible form.
A decapping complex. (A) Structure of the Dcp1:Dcp2
onformation. Dcp1 is colored grey, the Dcp2 regulatory
reen. The regulatory and catalytic domain of Dcp2 are in
s of isoleucine, leucine, valine, alanine and methionine
volumes of the closed and open conformations of Dcp1:
f the complex43 (PDB ID: 2qkm). The error bars indicate
e two closed and two open conformations of the complex
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Two copies of the closed and open conformations
are present in a crystal structure of the Dcp1:Dcp2
complex that was determined in the presence of
ATP.43 To assess if pressure can potentially be
used to modulate the equilibrium between the open
and the closed conformation we calculated the
molecular volumes47 of both states (Figure 1(B)).
This simple calculation suggests that the transition
from the closed to the open conformation is not
associated with a significant change in molecular
volume (p > 0.1).
To experimentally follow the pressure response of

the Dcp1:Dcp2 complex with high spatial resolution
we recorded methyl TROSY NMR spectra between
10 and 2750 bar (1 to 275 MPa) (Figure 2(A)).
Increasing the experimental pressure resulted in a
global and gradual shift of the methyl group
resonances, as is expected based on experiments
with model peptides.48 The extent and direction of
the chemical shift perturbations (CSPs), however,
differed from residue to residue. Previously, the
non-linearity of pressure induced CSPs has been
linked to the presence of internal cavities in pro-
teins.13,49–51 In Dcp2, we observe this behavior for
a number of resonances (Figure 2(B)), indicating
that the corresponding residues are close to internal
voids that are compressed at elevated pressure. In
addition, we observe that a number of resonances
disappear when the pressure exceeds 750 bar. Also
this behavior has been linked to pressure induced
conformational fluctuations around protein cavi-
ties.52 Taken together, these data indicate that
Dcp2 contains internal cavities and/or that Dcp2
undergoes conformational rearrangements that
are pressure dependent. Next, we calculated the
Figure 2. Pressure induced chemical shift perturbation of
spectra of the Dcp1:Dcp2 decapping complex, where Dcp2 is
is NMR invisible. (B) Examples for non-linear pressure depen
and data points correspond to the 13C, respectively the 1H d
closed conformation, colored as in Figure 1(A). The resid
experience non-linear chemical shift perturbations are mar
major cavities in Dcp2 are indicated with a red surface.
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location of the cavities within Dcp2 based on the
structure of the enzyme in the closed conformation.
We found that the interface between the N-terminal
regulatory and the C-terminal catalytic domain, that
changes upon the closed to open transition, con-
tains voids in the closed conformation (Figure 2
(C)). Interestingly, most of the resonances that
either disappear or that shift non-linearly are from
residues that are in close spatial proximity to this
region (Figure 2(C)).
We noticed that Dcp1:Dcp2 is not stable for

extended times at pressures that exceed 600 bar,
likely due to partial destabilization of the complex
that results in denaturation. For our subsequent
experiments we thus limited our measurements to
relatively low hydrostatic pressures between 10
and 600 bar. Interestingly, we noted that the
signals of M164 and M221 shift with respect to the
other resonances (Figure 3(A), top left panel) at
elevated pressure. Previously, we have shown
that these methyl groups directly report on the
conformational equilibrium between the closed
and the open conformation in Dcp2.39 As the
exchange between the closed and open positions
is fast on the NMR timescale, the population of both
states can be approximately extracted from the res-
onance positions. In our high pressure experiments,
the resonance frequencies of M164 and M221 are,
however, influenced by two effects: on the one hand
directly by the applied hydrostatic pressure and on
the other hand indirectly by a shift in the conforma-
tional equilibrium. To disentangle these effects, we
also recorded methyl TROSY spectra of the Dcp2
C-terminal catalytic domain at the same elevated
pressures. The resonances of this Dcp2 fragment
the methyl groups in Dcp2. (A) 1H-13C methyl TROSY
NMR active in the ILVMA methyl groups, whereas Dcp1
dent chemical shift changes. Dark and light orange lines
irection. (C) Structure of the Dcp1:Dcp2 complex in the
ues for which the NMR resonances disappear or that
ked in yellow and orange respectively. The calculated



Figure 3. High pressure results in a shift of the populations towards the open state. (A) Methionine region of methyl
TROSY spectra of the Dcp1:Dcp2 complex at different pressures between 10 and 600 bar (colored contours) and of
the Dcp2 catalytic domain (black). The dashed lines indicate the shift of the methyl resonances of M164 and M221
between the open state (black contours) and the equilibrium of the states that are sampled by the Dcp1:Dcp2
complex. The spectra in the top left panel were shifted manually based on resonances that are remote from the Dcp2
RD CD interface, to compensate for the global pressure induced chemical shift perturbations. The arrows in the top
left panel highlight the shift of the complex towards the open state. (B) Increasing the pressure results in a shift
towards the open state, from which the volume difference between the closed and the open state was derived.
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correspond to the fully open conformation of Dcp1:
Dcp2, as the Dcp2 N-terminal regulatory domain
and Dcp1, that are needed for the formation of the
closed Dcp2 conformation, are missing. For all
pressures we then calculated the distance between
the M164 and M221 open-state chemical shift
(based on the Dcp2 C-terminal catalytic domain)
and the chemical shift for those residues in the
Dcp1:Dcp2 complex (closed to 94%; ln(Keq) = -
2.75) (Figure 3(A)). Based on the assumption that
the chemical shift difference between the open
and the closed state is independent of pressure in
the limited pressure range that we use here, we
derived the equilibrium constants at the elevated
pressures and noticed that these increase (ln(Keq)
increases). For increased pressures a shift of the
conformational equilibrium towards the open con-
formation thus takes place, revealing that the open
conformation has a smaller molecular volume than
the closed conformation. Based on the dependency
of Keq on pressure we derived a volume difference
between the closed and the open conformation of
�27.5 ± 4.1 ml/mol (�45.5 ± 6.8 �A3) (Figure 3
(B)). This is in agreement with the void volumes that
are secluded at the interface between the regulatory
and catalytic domains in the closed conformation of
the complex (Figure 2(C)), but contradicts the sim-
ple overall volume calculations that we performed
(Figure 1(B)).
To independently confirm this result and to obtain

insights into the volume differences between the
5

transition state structure and the closed,
respectively the open conformation, we turned to
13C single quantum (SQ) CPMG RD experiments
at the different pressures. We found that five
different methyl groups from 4 residues that are
located at the interface between the Dcp2
regulatory and catalytic domain show clear RD
profiles that can be analyzed at all pressures. To
analyze these data we first determined the
chemical shift difference between the closed and
the open states based on the NMR resonances of
the Dcp1:Dcp2 complex (94% closed) and the
Dcp2 catalytic domain (open) (Figure 4(A)). At a
pressure of 10 bar, we could then fit the CPMG
RD data to one global two state exchange process
and obtained a forward rate (kClosed?Open) of
155 ± 26 s�1 and a backward rate (kOpen?Closed)
of 3280 ± 200 s�1, and thus a Keq of 0.047 ± 0.00
5 (Figure 4(B), Table 1). This is in reasonably
good agreement with previous exchange
parameters (kClosed?Open � 170 s�1 and kOpen?

Closed � 2650 s�1) that were extracted from data
that was recorded at ambient pressure and on a
sample where the methyl labeling was restricted
to the isoleucine and methionine residues.39

Next, we performed CPMG RD dispersion
measurements at 150, 300, 450 and 600 bar. We
analyzed the CPMG RD curves for five methyl
groups at five different pressures simultaneously
(Figure 4(B)), assuming that the chemical shift
difference between the two states was



Table 1 Exchange parameters for the Dcp1:Dcp2 and the Dcp1:Dcp2:ATP complexes at different pressures.

Dcp1:Dcp2 Dcp1:Dcp2:ATP

pressure (bar) pClosed kex (s
�1) pClosed kex (s

�1)

10 0.955 (±0.004)* 3434 (±227) 0.951 (±0.003) 2870 (±104)

150 0.947 (±0.005) 3018 (±201) 0.940 (±0.003) 2708 (±109)

300 0.927 (±0.004) 2841 (±112) 0.920 (±0.002) 2718 (±67)

450 0.926 (±0.003) 1903 (±89) 0.878 (±0.004) 2985 (±113)

600 0.907 (±0.004) 1671 (±99) 0.880 (±0.004) 2333 (±71)

* The indicated errors are based on a bootstrap error analysis, where the data was resampled and refitted 250 times.

Figure 4. Volumetric properties of the Dcp1:Dcp2 complex. (A) Overlay of the NMR spectra of the Dcp1:Dcp2
complex (red; 94% closed) and the Dcp2 catalytic domain (CD; black, 100% open). The derived chemical shift
differences between the two states are indicated. (B) 13C SQ CPMG RD curves for 5 methyl groups at 5 different
pressures. The data points are indicated with circles, vertical lines indicate error bars that represent the standard
deviation derived from two independent measurements. The drawn lines are a global fit of the data to a two-site
exchange model. (C) Distribution of pClosed and kex, for the different pressures, derived from 250 fitting cycles where
the experimental data was randomly varied according to the experimental error. (D) Pressure dependence of the
equilibrium constant and the derived volume difference between the closed and the open state. (E) Pressure
dependence of the forward (closed to open; bottom) and reverse (open to closed; top) rates that were used to
determine the volume differences between the closed or the open conformation and the transition state. (F) Volume
changes of Dcp1:Dcp2 during the transition from the closed to the open state. TS: transition state. The error bar
shown for the closed state corresponds to the standard deviation of the volume difference between the closed and the
open state (panel D), the error bar shown for the TS corresponds to the standard deviation of the volume difference
between the open state and the TS (panel E).
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independent of the hydrostatic pressure. Our
analysis revealed that elevated pressures resulted
in a shift towards the open conformation (Figure 4
(C), Table 1), from which we extracted that the
volume difference between the closed and open
conformation (VOpen-VClosed) is �30.4 ± 4.1 ml/mol
6

(Figure 4(D), Table 1). This finding is in good
agreement with the volume difference that was
determined from the resonance position in the
NMR spectra (Figure 3(B)) and thus
independently confirms that the open
conformation has a smaller molecular volume than
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the closed state due to the loss of voids at the
interface between the Dcp2 catalytic and
regulatory domains. Based on the changes in
kClosed?Open, and kOpen?Closed with pressure
(Figure 4(E)), we determined that the volume of
the transition state is similar to the volume of the
closed conformation (Figure 4(F)). It is tempting to
speculate that also the structure of the transition
state is similar to the structure of the closed state.
In that case, the opening pathway of the complex
could be initiated by a reshuffling of the interface
contacts that subsequently results in the
dissociation of the Dcp2 regulatory and catalytic
domains. Tryptophan 43 might be a central
residue in the initial steps of the opening of the
Dcp2 enzyme. This residue is located in the
middle of the RD-CD interface and has been
shown to play an important role in stabilizing the
closed conformation.40

ATP binding has been suggested to stabilize the
closed conformation of Dcp1:Dcp2.39,43 We there-
fore added 10 mM of this nucleotide to the Dcp1:
Dcp2 complex. This resulted in CSPs for a number
of methyl group resonances in the catalytic domain
of Dcp2 that are located around the Box B region
that interacts with the mRNA body of the substrate
Figure 5. Binding of ATP to the Dcp2 catalytic domain. (A)
the absence (red) and presence (blue) of ATP. The re
perturbations upon addition of ATP are highlighted in pink on
The bound ATP in the crystal structure is shown in orange.
catalytic domain (CD) in the absence (red) and presence (b
chemical shift perturbations upon addition of ATP are highlig
CPMG relaxation curves for five methyl groups at the interfa
the absence (red) and presence (blue) of ATP. The addition
curves, indicating that the addition of ATP does not result in
states. The data points are indicated with circles, vertica
deviation derived from two independent measurements. Th
exchange model as described in Figures 4 and 6.
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(Figure 5(A)). We next performed the ATP titration
with the isolated catalytic domain that mimics the
open conformation (Figure 5(B)). In this case we
observed larger CSPs that localize to a region that
includes the C-terminal end of the Nudix helix that
is important for the recognition of the cappedmRNA
substrate. Interestingly, neither the ATP induced
CSPs in the closed (Dcp1:Dcp2) state nor the CSPs
in the open (CD) state agree very well with the site
where ATP binding has been observed in the crystal
structure of the complex (Figure 5(A)). Based on
these findings we conclude that ATP can interact
with the mRNA decapping complex in multiple ways
and that the interaction mode depends on the con-
formation of the complex.
An ATP induced shift in the closed-open

equilibrium would be directly observable in RD
CPMG experiments, where an increase in the
population of the closed state from e.g. 94 to 97%
would result in a �50% reduction of the amplitude
of the RD curves. We noticed, however, that the
amplitudes of the CPMG RD curves are almost
insensitive to the addition of ATP (Figure 5(C)).
This finding shows that ATP does not significantly
shift the populations towards the closed (or open)
conformation under the experimental conditions
Overlay of the methyl TROSY spectrum of Dcp1:Dcp2 in
sidues that experience the strongest chemical shift
the structure of the closed conformation of the complex.
(B) Overlay of the methyl TROSY spectra of the Dcp2
lue) of ATP. The residues that experience the strongest
hted in pink on the structure of the domain. (C) 13C SQ
ce between the Dcp2 regulatory and catalytic domains in
of ATP has a minor influence on the amplitude of the RD
a shift of the equilibrium between the closed and open

l lines indicate error bars that represent the standard
e drawn lines are a global fit of the data to a two-site
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that we used here. To fit the CPMG RD curves in
the presence of ATP we used the chemical shift
differences between the Dcp1:Dcp2:ATP complex
(94% closed) and the Dcp2 catalytic domain:ATP
complex (open) (Figure 6(A)). Interestingly, the
changes in |Dxc| due to ATP binding (Figures 4
(A) and 6(A)) can to a large degree explain the
changes in the CPMG RD curves (Figure 5(C)) at
ambient pressure.
Subsequently we increased the pressure in a

stepwise manner and recorded CPMG RD curves
on the Dcp1:Dcp2:ATP complex. Like for the apo
complex, we fitted the data of all pressures
simultaneously, assuming that the chemical shift
differences between the open and closed state
are pressure independent between 10 and
600 bar (Figure 6(B), Table 1). With pressure, we
observed a gradual shift of the populations
towards the open state (Figure 6(C)), from which
we extracted a volume difference of �41.0 ± 2.3 m
Figure 6. Pressure dependent CPMG RD dispersion expe
the NMR spectra of the Dcp1:Dcp2:ATP complex (blue; 94%
ATP (CD; black, 100% open). The derived chemical shift diffe
CPMG RD curves for five methyl groups at five different press
bars represent the standard deviation derived from two indep
the data to a two-site exchange model. (C) Distribution of pC
fitting cycles where the experimental data were randomly v
dependence of the equilibrium constant and the derived volum
Pressure dependence of the forward (closed to open; bottom
volume differences between the closed or the open state and
ATP during the transition from the closed to the open state.
the standard deviation of the volume difference between the
for the TS corresponds to the standard deviation of the volum
E).

8

l/mol (Figure 6(D)). Compared to the complex
without ATP, the change in molecular volume is
thus larger. The changes in the forward and
reverse rates with pressure (Figure 6(E)) reveal
that the volume of the transition state now lies in-
between the volumes of the closed and open state
(Figure 6(F)).
Concluding remarks

Many conformations that a protein can adopt are
not directly detectable due to their low abundance.
Knowledge about the nature of these states is,
however, important as they can be catalytically
important and as (local) unfolding may result in
protein aggregation or mis-folding that can have a
severe impact on cellular homeostasis. NMR
methods are very well suited to obtain information
about invisible minor states from resonances of
the visible major state.53–55 Importantly, this infor-
riments of the Dcp1:Dcp2:ATP complex. (A) Overlay of
closed) and the Dcp2 catalytic domain in complex with
rences between the two states are indicated. (B) 13C SQ
ures. The data points are indicated with circles, the error
endent measurements. The drawn lines are a global fit of

losed and kex, for the different pressures derived from 250
aried according to the experimental error. (D) Pressure
e difference between the closed and the open state. (E)

) and reverse (open to closed; top) rates and the derived
the transition state. (F) Volume changes of Dcp1:Dcp2:

The error bar shown for the closed state corresponds to
closed and the open state (panel D), the error bar shown
e difference between the open state and the TS (panel
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mation can be obtained with a very high spatial
resolution.
In summary, we here studied how the Dcp1:Dcp2

complex exchanges between a closed and an open
conformation. Based on 13C SQ CPMG RD
experiments at different pressures, we extracted
information about the volume changes along the
closing-opening pathway of the complex. Our data
is in agreement with a model in which the opening
of the apo complex first involves local
rearrangements of the interface residues without
changing the overall shape of the complex, before
both domains then dissociate into the fully open
conformation. In the presence of ATP, the volume
of the complex changes in a stepwise manner.
This is in agreement with a situation where the
interactions between ATP and the Dcp2 CD
change when the complex shifts into the open
conformation. Interestingly, we observe such a
change of the Dcp2:ATP interactions in our NMR
titrations, where the Dcp1:Dcp2 complex binds
ATP via the Box B region and where the Dcp2 CD
interact with ATP via a region next to the Nudix
domain (Figure 5(A) and (B)).
It is worth noting that the experimentally

determined changes in the molecular volume
between the closed and open state could not be
reliably extracted from known static crystal
structures (Figure 1(B)), which highlights the
importance of the methodology that we exploited
here. Our combination of methyl labeling and high
pressure NMR methods provides the means to
obtain unique insights into the volumetric
properties of large molecular machines.

Materials and methods

Transformation and protein expression

E. coli BL21(DE3) Codon PlusRIL cells
(Stratagene) were transformed with a pET derived
plasmid that encodes the Dcp1 (residues 1–127;
UniprotID: Q9P805, internal ID: 43), Dcp2
(residues 1–243; UniprotID: O13828; internal ID:
223) or Dcp2 (residues 96–243; internal ID: 222)
proteins from S. pombe. All proteins contained an
N-terminal His6-TEV tag to aid purification. Cells
were grown in the presence of 50 mg/L
kanamycine and 34 mg/L chloramphenicol in an
incubator shaker at 37 �C. Dcp1 was prepared in
a partially (�80%) deuterated form by making use
of an M9 minimal medium that was based on 90–
95% D2O and protonated glucose. Dcp2 was
prepared in a per-deuterated form by making use
of an M9 medium that contained 100% D2O and
2H, 12C-glucose (2 g/L). NMR active (13CH3)
methyl groups were introduced into the Dcp2
protein at the isoleucine-d1, leucine-d, valine-ɣ,
methionine-e and alanine-b positions. To that end,
60 mg/L 2-ketobutyric acid-4-13C,3,3-2H2, 100 mg/
L 2-Keto-(3-methyl- 13C)-butyric acid-4-13C,3- 2H
and 100 mg/L L-Methionine-(methyl- 13C) were
9

added to the cells at an OD600 of 0.6–0.8. 40
minutes later, 100 mg/L L-Alanine-3- 13C,2- 2H
was added. 20 minutes later protein expression
was induced with 1 mM IPTG. Protein production
took place at 20 �C for 10–15 hours, after which
the cells were harvested by centrifugation and
stored at �20 �C.
Protein purification

Cell pellets were solubilized in ice-cold lysis buffer
(400 mM NaCl, 50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.4,
10 mM imidazole) supplemented with 0.1% Triton
X-100, 200 mg/mL lysozyme and 1 mg/mL DNase
I. Cells were lysed by sonication on ice and the
cell lysate was cleared by centrifugation. The
supernatant was applied to an NiNTA-column that
was equilibrated with lysis buffer. The column was
washed with 10 column volumes of lysis buffer, 5
column volumes of wash buffer A (1 M NaCl,
50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.4) and 10 column
volumes of wash buffer B (400 mM NaCl, 50 mM
sodium phosphate, pH 7.4, 30 mM imidazole).
The target protein was eluted from the column
using elution buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM sodium
phosphate, pH 7.4 and 300 mM imidazole). The
eluted protein was dialysed overnight against
dialysis buffer (150 mM NaCl, 25 mM sodium
phosphate, pH 7.4 and 1 mM DTT) in the
presence of TEV protease to remove the His6
affinity tag. The His6 tag and the TEV protease
were removed from the target protein by applying
the dialysed solution to a NiNTA-column that was
equilibrated in dialysis buffer. The Dcp1:Dcp2
decapping complex was subsequently formed by
mixing both proteins in a 3:2 ratio. The excess of
Dcp1 was removed during a final size exclusion
chromatography step (Superdex 75; GE
Healthcare) in size exclusion buffer (125 mM
NaCl, 25 mM HEPES, pH 7.3 and 1 mM DTT).
The Dcp1:Dcp2 complex was subsequently
concentrated and exchanged into NMR buffer
(125 mM NaCl, 25 mM HEPES, pD 7.3 and 1 mM
DTT in 100% D2O) using a spin concentrator.
Protein concentrations were determined by
measuring their absorption at 280 nm. For the
Dcp1:Dcp2:ATP complex an ATP concentration of
10 mM was used. This high ATP concentration
was used to ensure saturation of the ATP binding
site such that ligand exchange will not result in
CPMG relaxation dispersions.
NMR measurements

All NMR measurements were performed on a
Bruker NEO spectrometer that operated at a
proton frequency of 500 (Dcp2 catalytic domain;
nitrogen cooled TCI probehead) or 800 (Dcp1:
Dcp2 complexes; helium cooled TCI probehead)
MHz at 303 K. For measurements at standard
pressure (1 bar) a 500 ll sample volume was
used. Measurements at higher pressure levels
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were performed using a special high pressure
system consisting of a ceramic cell (Daedalus
Innovations LLC) that holds 250 ll sample and a
PBI Pressure Hub (Pressure BioSciences Inc,
MA) which is synchronized with the spectrometer
and allows for automatic pressure control and the
recording of automatic pressure series. The NMR
buffer contained 125 mM NaCl, 25 mM HEPES,
pD 7.3 and 1 mM DTT in 100% D2O. In addition,
50 lM DSS was added for referencing. NMR
samples had a protein concentration between 170
and 300 lM for high pressure relaxation
dispersion experiments and between 50 and
80 lM for methyl TROSY (HMQC) experiments.
Spectra processing was done with the NMRPipe/
NMRDraw software.56
Chemical shift assignments

The chemical shifts of the isolated Dcp2 catalytic
domain were assigned based on assignments of
Dcp2 in the Dcp1:Dcp2 complex, on a 3-
dimensional (H)-C-C-H NOESY experiment
(mixing time 400 ms) that was recorded on the
Dcp2 CD and on the known structure of the CD.43

NOESY experiments were visualized and manually
analyzed using CARA (cara.nmr.ch).
Relaxation dispersion measurements
13C single quantum Carr–Purcell-Meiboom–Gill

relaxation dispersion experiments57 were per-
formed at 800 MHz proton frequency with CPMG
frequencies of 77, 154, 231, 308, 462, 615, 846,
1077, 1308, 1538, 1769, 2000 Hz and a relaxation
delay of 26 ms. Peaks were picked and integrated
using the NMRPipe/NMRDraw software.56 Intensi-
ties were converted into relaxation rates and RD
curves were fitted numerically using in-house Mat-
lab scripts which are based on the exact analytic
equations presented by Baldwin.58 Fitting was per-
formed simultaneously for the methyl groups of
Met221, M164, V222 (c1 and c2) and L226 (d1),
that could be analyzed at all pressures in the
absence and presence of ATP. It was assumed that
|DxC| was independent of the applied pressure. The
|DxC| value was fixed for each methyl group based
on the resonance frequency of the methyl group in
the Dcp2 catalytic domain (fully open conformation)
and the resonance frequency in the Dcp1:Dcp2 or
Dcp1:Dcp2:ATP complex (94% closed conforma-
tion). It is important to note that the extracted vol-
ume changes were indistinguishable when
assuming that the Dcp1:Dcp2 or Dcp1:Dcp2:ATP
complexes at ambient pressure were either 90 or
98% closed. Errors in the individual relaxation rates
were determined based on duplicate measure-
ments and were assumed to have a standard devi-
ation of at least 1 Hz. Errors in the extracted
exchange parameters were obtained from refitting
the data 250 times after randomly varying the
experimentally determined relaxation rates based
10
on the errors in these rates. In that process the start-
ing parameters for the minimization were randomly
varied by 10%. The volume changes were obtained
by simultaneously fitting the pressure dependence
of the determined equilibrium constant as well as
the forward and reverse rates using the Eyring rela-
tionship. It is worth noting that the CPMG data and
the pressure dependence of the rates could also be
well fitted at the same time, which yielded highly
similar volume changes (i.e. enforcing the CPMG
fitting parameters to obey the Eyring equation).
Protein cavities, volumes and images

Protein voids were located using the program
HOLLOW,59 based on the Dcp2 protein in the
closed conformation (PDB ID: 2QKM, chain B) that
was energy minimized in Chimera60 using the com-
mand “Minimize Structure”. Internal cavities were
separated from surface cavities by manual inspec-
tion in Pymol (The PyMOLMolecular Graphics Sys-
tem, Version 2.0 Schrödinger, LLC.). Protein
volumes were calculated using the program
ProteinVolume.47 To that end, the coordinates of
the 2 open and 2 closed conformations of Dcp1:
Dcp2 were extracted from the PDB (PDB ID:
2QKM, chains A/B, C/D, E/F and G/H), protons
were added to the model using the Chimera60 com-
mand “AddH”, after which the structural models
were minimized in Chimera using the command
“Minimize Structure”, based on the default settings.
For the comparison of the volumes of the open and
closed conformations of Dcp2 and Dcp1:Dcp2 (2
crystallographically independent copies of each
conformation are present in the crystal) only the
atoms that are present in all models (PDB ID:
2QKM) were considered and all ligand atoms were
removed. Protein images were prepared using
Pymol.
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